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In this paper we shall be concerned with the behavior of residually finite

groups under the formation of the generalized free product with one subgroup

amalgamated.

A first result in this direction is due to Gruenberg [3], who proved that the free

product of residually finite (R8F) groups is again R&. Baumslag began the corre-

sponding investigation of the generalized free product (g.f.p.) [1]. He has estab-

lished, firstly, that the g.f.p. of RÍF groups is always R&- under the proviso that the

amalgamated subgroup be finite (F), or, in the notation of that paper:

Theorem 1 (Baumslag [1]). a(A, B; Sf)<=R&for A,BeR& [a(A, B) denoting

the set of all g.f.p. of A and B with one amalgamated subgroup, and a(A, B; T) that

subset of a(A, B) in which the amalgamated subgroup satisfies the condition T].

At this point we impose the fairly reasonable condition that all groups involved

be finitely generated (f.g.). For f.g. abelian groups (si), the g.f.p. is again always

R!F [1]. Moving slowly from the abelian situation, "nice" behavior is no longer the

rule, even for groups which are nilpotent of class 2 [1]. Nonetheless, Baumslag

does obtain a pleasant description of the structure of a(A, B) for A, B f.g. torsion-

free nilpotent, viz.,

Theorem 2 (Baumslag [1]). If A, B are f.g. torsion-free nilpotent, then

a(A,B) CQ.R&

and o(A, B; closed in A and B) c R!F (where 0 is the class of free groups).

It seems reasonable to suppose that the same result obtains without the require-

ment that the groups involved be torsion-free. However, somewhat surprisingly,

we shall show that this is not the case.

Theorem 3. There exist fg. nilpotent groups A, B for which a(A, 5)4:0■• R!F.

In fact, A^B, and nilpotent of class 3.

However, we can still obtain a description of the g.f.p. as follows :

Theorem 4. For A, Bf.g. nilpotent,

a(A,B) c R&.QR&

anda(A, B; closed)^■ R&.
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It is an open question whether this result can be improved to: a(A, B)<^R¿F- R&,

as I suspect.

Continuing in this direction, the next reasonable class to consider appears to be

the polycyclic groups. However, the results above rely on a description of the

manner in which normal subgroups of a f.g. torsion-free nilpotent group intersect

an arbitrary subgroup, and no such information about the structure of polycyclic

groups is known as yet.

In the course of establishing the fact that a(A, B)<£R&r for A, B f.g. torsion-free

nilpotent and nonabelian, Baumslag shows that a(A, B) contains a group which

contains a non-Hopf group, and conjectures that o(A, B) itself always contains a

non-Hopf group. We provide additional evidence for this conjecture below; before

stating our result, however, some notation is required. Let

\^M^A->A\M->\

be an extension of M by A\M. Call A strongly noncentral if there exist me M,ae A

with gp{m, ma} noncyclic (ma=a_1nia). Then

Theorem 5. o(A, B) contains a non-Hopf group whenever A, B are any split,

strongly noncentral extensions of f.g. torsion-free abelian groups whose centralizers

are of finite index.

For torsion-free nilpotent groups, noncentral extensions are strongly noncentral,

as mra=ms, r, s integral, is possible only if r=s. Thus we have the obvious

Corollary 1. oiA, B) contains a non-Hopf group for A, B torsion-free nilpotent

and representable as split noncentral extensions of abelian groups whose centralizers

are of finite index.

An easy application of the construction of Theorem 5 yields also :

Corollary 2. oiA, B) contains a non-Hopf group whenever A, B are split exten-

sions of f.g. torsion-free noncyclic abelian groups of rank 1 as A, B modules

respectively.

Corollary 3. oiA, B) contains a non-Hopf group whenever A and B have the form

X l Y with X abelian containing an element of infinite order, and Y of order at least 2.

Since Theorem 5 covers groups of abelian-by-finite type, it is pleasantly surprising

that

Theorem 6. oiA, B)<^R&for A, Be&st (Recall: si is the class of f.g. abelian

groups).

The proposition which furnishes the key to Theorem 6 may be exploited in

several ways :

Theorem 7. IfA,Bes/-&, then a(A, 5)<= R& ifand only ifat least one ofA, B

is not a strongly noncentral extension of a torsion-free sí group.
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Theorem 8. a(A, B; cyclic) c R&for A, B poly cyclic-by-finite.

This theorem is best-possible in view of Theorem 7 and Higman's example [4]

of a non-Hopf group constructed as a g.f.p. of two f.g. metabelian groups with

cyclic amalgamation.

It is with much pleasure that I thank my supervisor, Gilbert Baumslag, for his

many suggestions, his kindness and encouragement. I wish also to express my

thanks to the referee for many corrections and improvements, most particularly of

Theorems 5 and 8.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let p be any prime. Define A £ B as follows :

A = gp{ax, a2, a3, a, d | [a„ a¡] = 1, al - a2, af = a3, a% = axa2aa%,

d" = [d,a] = [d,a,] = \;i,j= 1,2,3},

B = gp{bx, b2, b3, ß, e | [¿>¡, b}] = 1, b{ = b2, bi = b3, b°3 = bxb23b33,

e> = [e,ß] = [e,bj] = \;i,j = 1,2,3}.

These groups are isomorphic to the direct product of Zp with a split extension of a

free abelian rank 3 group by an infinite cycle, and are nilpotent of class 3.

Define H<A, K<Bas:

H = gp{ai, al, a3, d},       K = gp{bpxe, b2, b?3, e}.

Then H^K^ZxZxZxZp, and we identify them via the isomorphism <p: H^>-K

given by

<pax = b\e,   <pal = b2,   <pa3 = ¿3,    yd = e.

Set P={A*B; //}, the g.f.p. of A and B with H (=K) amalgamated. Then we

claim that

deÇ\{N:N <\P,PINe&}

which is therefore not free as d is of finite order. To this end, suppose there does

exist N <] P with PjN e 3F and d $ N. For each weP, let | vv| denote the order of

wNeP/N; then |w| <oo and clearly

VX G P,\WX\  =   \W\,      \W>\   =   M/G>.M);

Thus, e.g. löil = \a2\ = \a3\ ;\bx\ = \b2\ = \b3\.

Now d$N so \d\ =p. Let n— \ax\; then n = nxps, (nx,p)=\. Interpret, for qeZ

[q] = max{0,q); then \a2,\=nxpls-" and, usinga\ = b2 and |¿>i| = |e2|, \b\\=nxpu-2\

Now |¿í| = |¿>|| = |a3| = \ax\ =nxps and so we must have had ¿=0, or, (n,p)= 1.

But then \b\e\=np^n = \ax\ which is an impossibility. Thus |*/| = 1, or, deN as

claimed.

Proof of Theorem 4. We require the following rather technical

Proposition 1. Let P={A * B; H) and suppose M <\ A, N <\ B with M n H

=NnH. Then
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(a) nmp{M, A/} = {-Jfv6r Gy \ Hyr), the g.f.p. of the groups Gy, yeT with amal-

gamated subgroups Hyy=Gy n Gr, where Gy is a conjugate in P of M or N and

Hyy is a conjugate of a subgroup of H C\ M=H n N. Furthermore:

(b) There exists a g.f.p. 2 e a(M*, N*), where M*, N* are subgroups of the

holomorphs of M,N; and a homomorphism 9: nmp{M, N} ->-£ such that, if

8:Ii->K is any homorphism whose restrictions to the factors M*, N* ofL are

injective, then 8 ° 6: nmp{M, N} -*■ K is injective on each factor GY ofnmp{M, N}.

Let us withhold the proof of this proposition till Theorem 4 has been established.

Let P={A * B; 77} £ a(A, B) with A, B f.g. nilpotent. Then

t77 = -rA n 77 = rB n 77

(tG denoting the torsion portion of G) and we may apply the proposition above to

nmp{rA, tB}. Now A is f.g. nilpotent, so tA is finite and therefore its holomorph is

also finite. But then the g.f.p. 2 of the proposition is R1F as Theorem 1 is applicable.

Thus we may map 2 onto a finite group G via a homomorphism 8, injective on the

factors of 2. The composed map </,: nmp{rA, rB) -*■ G is therefore injective on the

factors of nmp{r^, tB} and so Ker if, is free [6]. Thus nmp{rA, rB) e Q-P^RP.

Now

P\nmp{rA, rB} s P* = {A/tA * BjtB; 77/t77},

but A\tA, B/tB are torsion free and so Theorem 2 yields P ■ e^>R^; thus

P £ R&- O • R&. If 77 is closed in A, B then tA = tH= tB so nmp{rA, tB} = t77 £ &,

while 77/t77 is closed in A/tA, BjtB whence P* eRiF (Theorem 2 again), or,

Pe&RF.

It is perhaps worthwhile to state explicitly the following

Corollary. IfA, B are fg. nilpotent,

a(A, B; tAUtBcz H) c R& R&.

As above,

nmp{rA,rB} = rHe&

so Pe^G-R^, and it suffices to show P-Q^RP.

To this end, let G e !F • $. Now any extension by a free group splits, so there is a

free subgroup R¿G, of finite index in G. Hence 7? has finitely many distinct

conjugates, and so the normal subgroup

F= f~)R°
MO

is again of finite index in G. But F^R, so is free; thus G e Q&cRß:

Proof of Proposition 1. In her paper Generalized free products with amalgamated

subgroups, II [7] and as applied to g.f.p.'s with one amalgamated subgroup, Hanna

Neumann establishes the fact that every subgroup of a g.f.p. is again a g.f.p.
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With P={A * B; H} and G^P, a system of generators for G is constructed recur-

sively: for each ordinal a, a set 0„=/t u y„ is chosen, where the elements of 3~a

generate a factor of G which is a subgroup of a conjugate of A or B while the

elements of Sr°„ generate factors of some other type. The amalgamated subgroups

are all contained in conjugates of H. To establish (a), we trace Neumann's con-

struction of the <P„ to ensure firstly that $"„ is empty for all a, and secondly that the

factor generated by the elements of 9~a is a conjugate of M or N. Let

G = nmp{M,N};       P = {A*B;H).

The <ba are selected as follows:

Set $>o = G n H. Assume Off, has been chosen for all ordinals a <a and let

K„ = gp{w : w e <ba., a < a}.

If Ka^G, define i>ff as follows: let

/ = min-{/(w) : w e G - K„}.

(where l(w) denotes the length of w e P ; cf. [6]). If, among the elements of length / in

G - K„ there is an element of the form u~xtu,teAuB,ueP (briefly, a transform)

and in normal form as written, choose one such element and, with reference to it,

set

&"„ = {u~xt'u : t', t in the same factor of P, u'xt'u e G}

and

ST. - (f: fe G-gp{K0, Ta), 1(f) = I, (f-xU-xtu) è I}.

If there is no transform of length / in G—K„, set 3~„ = 0 and choose any feG—Ka

of minimal length /. Then define

S"„ = {g : g e G-Ka, 1(g) = /, l(g-xf) <; /}.

In either case, 4>„=^ u 5^. We must show

(i)   V<7,^=0.

(ii) If u~xtue f„ then gp{y„} = u-xMu or u-xNu if t e A or B.

Now (ii) is obvious: gpi^,} is generated by conjugates of elements from A or

B—for definiteness assume

gp{^a} c u~1Au,   some ueP.

We must verify

u~xAuC\G = u~xMu.

But this is equivalent to

Ar\G = M

while

p* = p/u = {A/M * B¡N; HI H O M}

so A n G-M is empty, or, A n G^M, while apparently M^A n G.
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To establish (i), we first note that every element of length ^ 1 in G is a transform

(necessarily with u- 1), so if /^ 1 then ^e=A n G or 77 n G. In this case fe G,

1 à l(f)=l^ /(/_10 implies that/is in the same factor of P as f and so/£ gp{K„, S~0) :

thus «5^=0.

Suppose l>\, let g£G-A;, g»fiia-ft with (te(A uB)-H and £„ f,+1

from different factors of 7>. In the natural map P^-P*=P/G given by h>-> h>G,

we have

1 =gC7 = (£1G)(i2G)---(£iG)

and so £, £ A/77 u A/77 for some/ By passing to g"1 if necessary we may assume

y^(/+l)/2. As A/77u/V77=(A/u N)H=HiM u TV), we may multiply £,_! or

fi+1 by an element of 77 (if necessary) to achieve that ¿¡¡ e M u A/<=G. Put g=T?f

with

ií-í»---(íí-iíy+i)"-fi,        f-ÍJW"«.

As £ e G, also t] e G; since /(?/)</, the minimal choice of / implies that r¡ e K„. As

g i Ka, it follows that ( $ K0 and so /(£) = /: this can only happen if j=\il+ !)• In

this case f as written is a transform of length / in G—K„, so 3~a is not empty; say

u~xtue^c, ¡iu~1tu) = l. Now ,9¡, consists of elements g in G—gp{Ka, ¿T„} which

satisfy lig~1u'1tu)^l. This last condition visibly implies that U"((x- • -fy-i)"1

and that £,, f are in the same factor of T3: so every g satisfying the last condition is

in gp{Kc, ^„} and therefore Sfa is empty.

To establish (b) of our proposition, recall that the holomorph, Hol (A), of a

group K is the set K x Aut (K) with product

(kx, ccx)ik2, a2) = ikxaxik2), a^i).

Identify K with K x id and Aut iK) with 1 x Aut (AT).

Let ßA: A -*■ Aut (A/), ßB: B^- Aut (A/) be defined by conjugation: ßAia)im) =

ma, ßBib)in)=n", for a\\ a e A, m e M, b e B, n e N. Define

A/ * = gp{M, ßA(A)} Ú Hol (M),       A/* = g/>{/V, ßsiB)} Í Hol (TV)

and set

H* = {(«, j3¿("')) : h e H n M, h' e 77}

= {(n,i8B(n')):n£77nA/,n'£77}.

Then 77* g Hol (77), 77* ¿ M*, N* and so we may form

2 = {M**N*;H*}.

Define 0r: Gy->2 as follows: forgy£G„ gy = u~1tu with íeA/u/V, u = axbx- ■ akbk,

a{ 6 /I, A, £ 7i, set

W = 0, ÄA^XL to1)- • (l./WX*. 1)(1, ¿Vi)- • (1, ¿W>(1, /3A)

= (1, ßAaxx- ■ -ßjA^ßab^Xt, 1)(1, ¿AM*- • -Mi)-
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Now 8y is well defined : a choice appears in the representation of gy as the product

u~xtu of elements coming alternately from A and B, which are only determined

modulo H. However, the amalgamated subgroup H* was designed so as to void

this difficulty. Then 6y : Gy -> 2 is clearly monomorphic. It is also clear that

ft I        - ft I
°y\Hyy'        "y'\Hy'r>

by choice of //*. Thus we may extend the 9y to an epimorphism 6: nmp{M, N} -> S

with 6\Gy = Oy Since 8(Gy) is in a conjugate of M* or N* in 2, any map injective on

M* and N* is also injective on B(Gy).

Proof of Theorem 5. Let

l^M->A->S-^l,        l^N^B->T-+i

be split, strongly noncentral with M, N torsion-free f.g. abelian.

View M as a Z-module, and form the ß-module M+ =M <g)z Q. Then M

= M <g>z Z<M+ and we shall regard M<M + . The action of A on M affords a

representation of the finite group Aj2?A(M) as a group of linear transformations

over Z which we view as a representation over Q.

Choose m e M, a e A so that gp{m, ma) is noncyclic, and let Kx be the normal

closure of m in A. By Maschke's Theorem, Kx (g)z g has a complement, say M', in

Af <8>z ô; put K2 = M' n M. Then K2 <] A, Kxr\ K2=i, and [M:^^] is finite.

Choose n e N, b e B so that gy>{w, n"} is noncyclic and construct subgroups Lx, L2

of 7Y similarly. Let p, q be distinct primes with p congruent to 1 mod [M:KXK2]

x [N:LXL2]. Define H^A, JÚB as follows:

H = gp{m, ma},       J = gp{n", n*">}.

Then H^J with isomorphism given by

m -+ n",       ma ->■ niq.

Identify H with y accordingly and form

P = {A* B; H(=J)}.

Then P is the required non-Hopf group: we establish this by exhibiting an

epimorphism 6: P-+P with nontrivial kernel.

To this end, define >p: KXK2 -*■ KXK2 by

*k(*) = kp,       <I>\k2 = idK2.

We claim <fi has a (unique) extension <^: M —> M. Choose a basis xx,...,xt for M

such that xf».xj> form a basis for Kx and x^++i1vfi+1,..., xf>w¡ form a basis for

K2 where h,¡ = h'((x1, ..., x¡). For each /, y'+ l^i=l, there exists ri = i'J(x1,..., x¡)

such that wf-'-tf', for e¡ | [M.-^Aa] and /»=1 mod [A/:AiA2][/Y:¿iL2]. Define

$: M -> M by setting

<¡>(xu = xf,     i = l,...,y,

= x,»„   i=j+l,...,l,
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and extending linearly. One verifies easily that <¡i\Klg2 = <l>. Now if,: KXK2-+ KXK2

is compatible with the action of S as Kx, K2 are normal subgroups of A and ika)p

= ik")a for all aeA, keKx. But this implies that if, is also S-compatible as

[M:KXK2]< oo and M is torsion-free. Thus the splitting of the extension A allows

us to assert the existence of a homomorphism 0A : A -*■ A rendering the diagram

commutative. Construct 6B: B-+ B similarly. It is clear that 0A\H = 6B\H and so we

may simultaneously extend them to an endomorphism Ö: 7>->7>.

Firstly, 0 is an epimorphism; we need only verify that M, N <=Im 0 as 9 acts as

the identity elsewhere. Now m e Im 0 for m=n" = 9in). Furthermore (/>, q)= 1 so

there exist u, veZ with pu+qv=l. Thus n = 9(n)un'"""''1 = 0(n)mavb~1 and m,

a £ Im 0 so n £ Im 0 as well. Thus Kx = nmA{m}, Lx = nmB{n}<=lm 0. But \t(M/Kx)\,

\t(NILx)\ are prime to p, and 0 acts as the identity on M\KX modulo r(M\Kx),

N/Lx modulo r(N¡Lx).

Let w=[n,ab-1]pnp-q: Then weKcrO but w#l since n, np-"eB-H and

a £,4-77.

Proof of Theorem 6. In all of the following, the aim is always to reduce the

problem to the case in which the amalgamated subgroup is finite and Baumslag's

Theorem 1 is applicable. Formally, the situation we -shall obtain is that described

by the hypotheses of the following proposition, essentially due to Baumslag [1]:

Proposition 2. Let P={A * B; 77} and assume there exist equally-indexed

families {An}neZ+, {7?„}n6Z+ of nested normal subgroups of A, B (i.e. filtrations of

A, B) satisfying

(i) VneZ + ,HnAn=Hr\Bn,

(ii) VneZ+, H/H r\Ane^; A¡An, B¡Bn e R&,

(iii) f!neZ+ An = \ = (~)nez+ Bn,

(ÍV)   r\ntZ+HAn = H= fl„ez+ 77£n.
TTien PeRP.

Now (i) establishes the existence of epimorphisms

0n:P-+Pn = {A/An * B/Bn; H\H n A% = 77/77 n Bn)

extending the canonical projections A -*■ A¡An, B -> B\Bn and Pn £ RtF by (ii)

and Theorem 1. But any w e P is a finite product of elements coming alternately

from A and B, each of which may be excluded from Ker 0n for some n by (iii).

Moreover, we can ensure that /P(w) = ¡Pni0nw) for n sufficiently large, as the image

of any element of A-77 or B—H lies in A\An—HAn\An or B\Bn — HBn\Bn for n

large enough by (iv). Thus P e RiRP) = R&.
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Let P={A*B;H}eo(A,B) and let K <¡ A, L < B be finite with A/K, B/L

torsion-free abelian. Now HK, HL <¡ A, B respectively. Since HK, HL e RiF there

exists an integer r for which

(HKf n K = 1 = (HL)T n L.

Since K% [A, A),L^[B, B]; (HK)f, (HL)r are central. Now (HK)r = Hr, (HL)T^Hr

hence Hr < A, B. Thus {/Yr,n}nez+ forms a filtration of both A and B of the required

type: conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) are immediate, while (iii) follows from the fact

that no 5^1 element in any f.g. torsion-free abelian group is of infinite height.

Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose that A e si -ÍF is not a strongly noncentral extension

of a torsion-free abelian group. Then there exists M <¡ A with Mes/, A/Me^

and gp{m, ma) cyclic for every me M, ae A. We may replace M by M|,<M>I to

ensure that M is torsion-free. Note that, for m g M and root-free, ma=m±x; so

this is the case for any element of a basis for M.

Now for any subgroup N of M there is a basis mx,..., mK of M so that N has

basis ffrfi,..., m'g, e^O and integral. Since the w¡ are root free, for all a e A we

have

(mfO" = mte>,

thus Na = N as N is a subgroup; i.e. any subgroup of M is normal in A.

Now let A, Be si & and H^B, A with A not strongly noncentral. Let N <¡ B

with Ne si, B¡N e^. There exists an integer r for which Ar = M,Br¿N and /4r,

fir are torsion-free. Let t=\T(BrIH')\, and, for any integer ¿>1 define, for each

wgZ +

Bn = B<«\       An = HKBn.

Then BTt nH=Hrby choice of t, for

H n BTt S Hr n Br S Hr.

Hence An^HT = Ar = M, by choice of r; so ^4n < A. Now observe that

fl  Bn = i=  f) An,   HnAn = HnBn,   H/HnBne^.
neZ + neZ *

Furthermore si •3F<=-R&' and the class of si -ÍF groups is image-closed, so

AIAn,BIBneR&

Since An^H, apparently

fl HAn = H
neZ +

and we may apply Proposition 2 once we verify

H HBn = //;
neZ +

we must show f)neZ+ HBn¿ H for the reverse inclusion is automatic. Now H n Bn
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is a direct factor of Brt as 2?rt/77 n Brt is torsion-free (our selection of f) and Bn is

a torsion-free si group. Thus 77 n Bri is complemented by a subgroup K^BH:

Brt = (77 n 7iri)A:;       AT n 77 n 5ri = 1

whence, for all n£Z+, HBrts" = HKsn and ATn 77=1 as AT^5ri. Suppose

6 6 flnez^ 775n; i.e. b e HKS" for all N e Z + . Thus

b = hnK,   hneH,kneK.

But K n 77= 1 so Ai = nn for all n, whence

Ar1* = ftf e£*\

Since AT is f.g. torsion-free abelian, Hnez+ A?n = 1 or b=hxe H as required.

To prove the remaining part of Theorem 7, let A e si -^ be a strongly noncentral

extension of a torsion-free .s/-group. Thus there exists me A whose normal closure

is a torsion-free si-grouo of rank at least two. Choose ae A such that gp{m, ma}

is noncyclic. There is a least integer AT>0 with [aK, w]=l. Set C=gp{a,m}^A.

For Besi & any other strongly noncentral extension of a torsion-free si group,

form D=gp{b, n} similarly. To show ct(C, D)<$R!F is sufficient as every element of

ct(C, D) is a subgroup of some element of oiA, 77). In fact, a(C, D) contains a

non-Hopf group, and this is the content of the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Let C, Desi -3P, with

l->A/-»-C-».S->l,       1->N->D^T^1

such that M, N are noncyclic torsion-free si-groups, S~, T are cyclic, M and N are one

generator S and T modules respectively and [SK, M]=[TL, N]= 1 for some positive

integers K, L. Then <r(C, D) contains a non-Hopf group.

Let m e M, n e N be elements whose normal closures in C, D generate A7, N.

Choose ceC,de D such that cM, dNgenerate S, T(regarding S= C\M, T= DjN).

Assuming K, L integers such that [SK, M] = [TL, N] = 1, cK e M or gp{c} n M= 1

and dL e N or g/>{o"} n 7V= 1, choose /> to be any prime of the form

l+KLr,       reZ + .

(As is well known, there are infinitely many such for the numbers l+KLn, neZ +

form an arithmetic sequence with (1, AX) = 1.) Let q > 1 be any number prime to p.

Then

77 = {m,mc),       H" = {np, nQd}

are free abelian of rank 2 and may be identified via the isomorphism <p: H-+ Hx

given by

<pm = n"       <pmc = n"*.

Set P={C* D; Hi=Hx)}eaiC,D) and we claim P is non-Hopf; this is

established, as before, by exhibiting an ependomorphism of P with nontrivial
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kernel : Suppose cK e M. Then each element of C may be written in the form

cEp,   0 ¿ e < K, p. g M.

Define 8: C-^C by

8(cc¡x) = cpep.p.

If cK $ M, gp{c) n M= 1 and every element of C may be written uniquely in the

form

csp,   eeZ + ,p.e M.

Then define

8(cep) = cepp.

In either case 9 is a well-defined homomorphism.

With p : D -> Z> defined similarly, it is clear that p and 8 agree on // and so may

simultaneously be extended to an endomorphism ip:P->P. Now (p, K) = l so

peM nlmifi- But therefore M^lmip as m = i/)(n) while M=gp{mc" : eeZ+}.

Furthermore

c = cvC~KU

so in the situation c* g M, we have <p(c) = cv whence c e Im i/i; while if cK $ M then

c = i/i(c), therefore CcIm^. Similarly, /J)<=Im^ provided «Glm^; but (q,p) = i

so there exist u, veZ+ with qu+pv= 1. Thus

w = nQU+p" = ^"(n"*)""'1 = ip(n)vmcud~\

Now m,celmip, mcueNnlmt/j and therefore (wcu)d~1 g Im 4>. Thus also

Dclmifi and ^ is an epimorphism. However, with w=[n, cd'x]pnp~" we find

w e Ker 0, w^ 1 as «, nd e D-H while c g C-//.

Proof of Theorem 8. Let us observe that, for A any polycyclic-by-finite group,

there exists a sequence of integers {rn}nsZ+ with

rn\rn + i,     (~)  Arn = I
n<=Z +

whence also

fl  ^rnSn = 1
neZ +

for any sequence {¿„}n6Z+ of integers. This may be established directly or by an

easy application of a result of Learner [5], where it is in fact shown that we may

choose rn=kn for some keZ + .

Let P={A * B; H}ea(A, B; cyclic). Utilizing Theorem 1 as usual, we may

assume that His infinite: H=gp{x). As A, B are polycyclic-by-finite, choose series

A = Axï> A2 [>■■■> AKÏ> i,       B = Bx 0 B2 > • • ■ t> BL > 1

with Ai <¡ A, Bj <\ BfoT 1 ̂  i^K, 1 èj^L, whose factors are either finite or torsion-

free si. Choose i, j minimal for which

HnAi+x = 1 = HnBj+x.
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Then 77 n At ± 1 ¿ H n 7iy, or

HnAi = gp{xr),      77 n 77, = g;{4   r, 5 > 0;

and A¡IAi + x, BjlB}+x are infinite, hence torsion-free a/. Thus there exist maximal

integers u, v with

xrsAi + x £ (¿fM1 + 1)«,       *"£y + 1 £ (B,IBi + 1y,

that is,

Hr\AfAl + 1 = g/>{*"} = HnB]BJ+x.

Now g/?{xrMj + 1} is a direct factor of (At¡Ai+1)u, so that

xrsUi + 1 £ (AiIAi + 1)U0   if and only if   p\t.

As

(4/4+ 1)«' = (4"4 + i)*4 + 1/4 + i

and the situation is symmetric, this means that

HniAfAi + xyAi + x = gpix""} = Hn(BJBi+x)"Bj+x

for every p in Z + . On account of x™ e 44+ 1 n BjBj+x, in fact

77 n MM(+1y = g/>fXs*} = 77 n (B?Bi+xy.

Since 44+ 1, BjBj+x are polycyclic-by-finite, there exists a sequence {pn}neZ* of

positive integers, with pn\pn + i f°r all n, such that

H    (4"4 + 1)>»   =   1   =     n    iBJBi + 1)"n.
neZ+ neZ +

Set

Cn = (AfAt+1y»,       Dn = iB]Bi+xyn.

Then {C„}neZ+, {7J>n}neZ+ form nested filtrations of A, B; the proof will be completed

by showing that these satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2. The nontrivial part

is to check that, e.g.,

fl  Cn77=77.

From above, 77 n CnAiJrX=gp{xrs^}=H r\ Cn. Since HAfAi + JA\'At + 1 is finite,

there exists to each g in Hnez* Cn77 an element hin H such that

hge fl CB(77n44+i).
nez +

As in a step of the proof of Theorem 7, it can be deduced that

H  Cn(77n44 + 1)4 + i/4 + i = (77n 4Mi+1)4+i/4+i,
neZ +

that is,

H  Cn(77 n Aï Ai+i)4+1 = (77 n 44 + 04+1 ;
neZ +
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thus hge(Hn A?Ai + x)Ai + x. This proves that Dnez* CnHúHAl + x. Obviously,

HSDnez+ CnH; it remains to establish that C\nez+ CnH n Ai + X = \. This cer-

tainly holds if, for all n in Z+, CnH n Ai + x£Cn. In fact, more is true; namely,

CnH n CnAi +1 á Cn. The converse inclusion being obvious, this last statement

follows from the fact that the indices of CnH n CnA, + x and Cn in CnH are equal and

finite. Indeed, as H n Cn=// n Cn/li + 1=gp{xrsH

CnH/CnH n CnAi + x ~ CnHAi+xICnAi+x ~ HIHnCnAi + x

= /////nCn^Cn///Cn

shows that each index is r¿/>„. This completes the proof of Theorem 8.
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